PARADISE POOLS & SOLAR PTY LTD

NATURAL BEAUTY
STRIKING POOL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Paradise Pools & Solar pride themselves on their hands-on approach and attention to detail. This eye-catching
concrete pool characterises everything the company strives to achieve by working alongside their clients from design
and planning through to completion.
The homeowners wanted to create an outdoor haven that would be suitable for family fun, and that had aesthetic
appeal while being low maintenance. To fine-tune their design and help them achieve their dream, they enlisted the
outstanding workmanship of Paradise Pools & Solar.
The 9.3m x 5m concrete pool has a Jewels 4 Pools interior that boasts a bright blue hue, and is perfectly complemented
by extensive natural stone finishes including flamed almond coping and paving and a stacked stone water feature
wall. The paving is not only an aesthetic touch, but also joins the pool area with the home and entertaining area.
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CONTACT
Paradise Pools & Solar Pty Ltd
Fax: (07) 3205 8086
Mobile: 0423 760 004
Email: info@paradisepoolssolar.com.au
Website: www.paradisepoolssolar.com.au

The pool is suitable for family fun and entertainment due to its generous size, addition of a sheer descent water feature
and a spa bench. It is also low maintenance and water and energy-efficient, thanks to the MagnaPool sanitation
system, AstralPool pool cover and three-phase heat pump.
Specialising in sprayed concrete pools, Paradise Pools & Solar was founded by Rowan Stanfield 12 years ago. The
company predominately operates in South East Queensland, and over the past 20 years Rowan has worked in every
aspect of pool construction, ensuring high quality workmanship.
Paradise Pools & Solar strive for pool perfection, and build pools the whole family can enjoy. Understanding that a
pool is a lifetime investment and a central feature of your lifestyle, they create outstanding pools of elegance and
pure indulgence.
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